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Hospital Visit Gets Mae,Jo Together
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MayorsProclaim He I. Siegel Day;
Giant Picnic To Mark Expansion Plan
Siegel Talent
Hunt To Feature
Afternoon Show
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By Ouida Jewell
Hickok, Mrs. Parker seemed not
Speak
ing
of
th(
Saloon
, Mrs. Saloon No. 10 a sign hangs in front
think that many of his friends "Yes, I knew Calamity Jane well.
The members of the young
to think very highly of the fam- Parker said that actual
Rush" celebration.
ly Hickok of a grocery store, designating
would like for him to get in the We were good friends and when ous
Scout and Marshal. She said was killed in a bar farthe
, But, to get back to our little old church chose as their pastor, Hardown that as the spot where Hickok
r
race next year, but Paul says that she died I laid her away. I even that
's
old
lady at the art shop. Mrs. Parker
no one knew "Wild Bill" well, the street. Her shop used
Neal, a young man from
to be lo- killer, Jack "Crooked Nose" Mcif the primary is in May, he made her burial dress."
except "that woman from Abi- cated in the buildi
came to the Black Hills during the Freed-Hardeman College. At preng now housing Call was captured.
doesn't think he can make it back
This was the famous Belle Park- lene" and she went on to elabo- the
sent,
Indian
the schedule of their seruprising. Near Custer she
bar. When the building was
to campaign. But if the primary is er, oldest lady pioneer left in
My parents, Mr. and Mrs. Le- and
rate on the subject.
her party were met and es- vices is as follows: Sunday, Bible
sold she had to move.
in August, says he, he is inclined Deadwood, South Dakota, talking.
land Jewell, and I truly enjoyed corted
"Hickok always wanted things
Study
at 10:00 a. m.; Morning
into the stockade by sol"I own my own building now, our night
to give it serious consideration.
and day in Deadwood. diers. The party
The tiny, 90-year-old Mrs. Park- his own way wherever he went,"
arrived in Dead- Worship at 10:50 a. me Young
so I won't ever have to move It was
While Paul was there he talked er continued chatting as she and
everything, and much more, wood
people
she added with a note of dislike again. I've been
meet at 5:15 p. m: Evening
March
9, 1876. .^,everal
in business here than we expected.
about that 1947 campaign and we this reporter sat in the two
It is a large months later "Wild
chairs in her voice.
Worship at 6:00 p. me Wednesday
for thirty years, now. Recently, my town—
Bill"
was
recalled that he lost about a hun- near the door of her place of
in fact. it is a twin city. killed there.
busiThe saloon, now a tourist at- daughter (Ruth
Evening Worship, 7:00 p. m.
C. Maler) came to Deadwood lies at
dred votes in Fulton County. He ness, The Parker Art Shop,
the foot of a
on the traction, where "Wild Bill" was live with me
During our conversation, as my
and help me look af- mountain and the
said he lost 11 votes in Fulton, main street of Deadwood.
city of Lead is Parents
shot to death is located a door ter my shop."
and
others gathered
however, and couldn't figure out
located on top. From I.ead you can aroun
"Calamity Jane and I were or two up from Mrs.
BACK TO SCHOOL!
d in her shop, Mrs. Parker
Parker's shop. "Wild Bill", whose reputation as
who they might be. Perhaps some- friends, although we never visite
take
the chair lift up the moun- told me how
d There you can see the famoussea gunman brough
once
she was kidSchoo
fear
t
l begins at both the Fulton body who couldn't read, I'd say.
into
the
tainsi
de.
with each other. She was just too "Face on the Bar-room Floor"
napped by the Indians and held and South
. The hearts of Western Desperadoes,
Fulton schools next
Although Deadwood has all the for ranso
wild and liked to drink too much. painting has been cut
m.
from
the and "Calamity Jane", a Scout for "Old
Monday morning, August 28.
Among the other things we I never did drink very
West" flavor, it is very modRegmuch— floor and now hangs on the wall. General Crook
Our
route
west
was
through the istration is taking place
in the Black Hills, ern in every way.
wanted to tell you about is the just a little in
at both
Lying in The states of Illinois, Missou
a hot toddy. I still Saloon No. 10 is a combination bar are
ri, Iowa schools this Thursday and
both buried side by side in Mt. Black Hills,
fact that one of our all time favor- like my hot toddy," she
the area has all kinds and Nebraska, but
Friday
said with and museum, with sawdust on the Moriah
we saw nothing with Monday a half
Cemetery, atop a hill of interesting
ite people, Jean Ann Hyland, will a smile.
-day of classes
places for tourists unusual and of outstanding
floor and the originally low small overlooking the
beauty and Tuesday the first full
(Continued on Page Five)
city of Deadwood. to visit, and we had
In speaking of "Wild Bill" tables.
day.
just missed until we reached The Black Hills
A half-block up the street from Deadw
ood's annual "76
Gold
(Continued on Page Five)
Shop in Fulton today!
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Something's Got To Happen Soon To Stop This
Trend of Making Relief A Career and Disgrace
Abuse of government charity,
aid to dependent children and similar
forms of relief has reached the point
where it is a scandal in almost every
community, and Fulton County is no
exception. As a matter of fact, if the
situation were investigated we would
say that Fulton County, and adjoining
counties, are exceptions in that "being on relief" has actually become a
career in some quarters, passed down
from father to son and mother to daughter.
Within the past several -months,
with no particular effort at all, we
have come to witness the most demoralizing situation among recipients
of relief checks-1n that having children seems to be a profitable investment with the aid to dependent children's checks coming in regularly and
in rather healthy amounts, too.
Last week a friend of ours called
to ask some help in securing a household employee while she worked. We
got the word around to some of the
possible avenues of employment and
we were almost nauseated by the time
we learned that many recipents of
"relief checks" plainly don't want to
work as long as the Government
makes their life rather comfortable
for them.
Having a natural curosity and investigating the matter further we
learned that many able-bodied women, strong and capable of working
"live it up in laziness, alcohol, and
gambling" and make every effort to
have more conscientious people do

the same. It would be interesting to
determine how many relief checks are
cashed by liquor stores in the area.
This is no condemnation of liquor
sales, but it is a sad commentary on
the fact that your tax money and ours
is wasted on many people who enjoy
advantage of government relief to
pursue their degrading, often immoral, surely dishonest and indecent ways
of life. Many of these recipients of
government relief checks in Fulton
County and elsewhere shun rehabilitation and usually do. It is our firm
belief that if these payments were cut
off when it became apparent that the
recipients were underserving and that
the government is no longer going to
operate bawdy houses and support
illegitimate children that a good many
people would straighten up and look
for honest labor just as soon as the
hunger pains started growling.
The common avenue of escape for
explanation is that you can't let the
children suffer for the sins of their
parents, but if some controls were set
up somewhere, with a limit to the
amount of children to be taken care
of in a given family, we'll bet that
something would happen somewhere.
The Federal Government and the
State Government's admit it's a natural problem, but as far as we can
see there's little been done about it.
And something's got to happen and
soon. Kentucky paid out nearly $90,000,000 last year alone in welfare
cases. That's a lot of tax money, won't
you agree?

True Status of Food Costs and Farm Income
The Department of Agriculture
has launched a program to inform the
nation about the true status of food
costs and farm income. Typical of the
statements published by the Department are these:
*Fifteen years ago the family
grocery bill took about a fourth of the
workers' take-home pay. Now it takes
less than one-fifth, even though products are better processed and packaged.
'The farmer gets less than 40
cents of the dollar - down 10 cents
from a decade ago.
While our food bill rose 15 percent in the past ten years (none of it
due to farm prices), housing rose 32
percent, transportation 46 percent,
medical care 57 percent and the average take-home pay of workers 59 percent.
*While the farmers share for producing food dropped 12 percent, the

cost of marketing it increased 36 percent. In the same time things that
farmers have to buy went up 20 percent.
*The average income of persons
living on the farm last year was $986,
including non-farm work and government payments. For the rest of the
population the average income was
$2,282.
The principle cause of the depressed condition of agriculture is
thought by many economists to be the
problem of keeping production in line
with demands. Anyone who can devise a way to do this deserves the
thanks of all, because farm surplus depress prices, reduce farm income and
add to the publics' cost of storage. On
the other hand the ability of the
American farmers to produce abundantly is the envy of the rest of the
world and is a deterrent to aggressor
nations.
—Ky. Banker's Association

Our Living Constition
SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK
The same respect for the individual and his rights as found in the Declaration of Independence is reflected
also in our Consitution. The men who
drafted the Constitution did not design streamlined political structure.
James Madison and others were cautious because they had been once
"burned'. by government. They created a political structure in which the
Federal Government was to be inter- •
nally self-governed by three separate
but balanced powers, and the states
were to retain their original sovereignty in order to act as counterpoise
The entire political equilibrium
was balanced on the sovereign indiTHE FULTON COUNTY NEWS
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vidual. And the only excuse for government was to secure him in his
rights. The Founding Fathers knew
that a free government implies an unfree people. In the nterests of personal liberty, they pinned down their
government to strictly limited, defined and delegated functions.
We, the inhertors of the vast
privileges provided by our Founding
Fathers, are fortunate that they were
such astute students of history. Their
wrting reflect how thoroughly acquainted they were with the social
and political institutions of ancient
Greece and Rome. Their vision of a
free society composed of sovereign
persons would not have been possible
had they not looked beyond the Roman and Greek institutions, for both
of these societies were founded on human slavery.
Gladstone once described the formation of the Constitution as "the
most wonderful work struck off at a
given time by the brain and purpose
of man." Today our American Constitution is a living document which
has proved to be the most successful
example in history of a legal instrument that has effectively served as a
safeguard of individual freedom and
as a ligament of national unity. In duration, flexibility and democratic wisdom it is unique in a world of power,
growth and advancement.

TRICTLY BUSINESS

protected the people being evacuated, so a few soldiers were left
under "safeguard" to protect the
inhabitants. The enemy would respect the guard, and send them
back to their own troops.

McFeatters

PRESS SEMINAR SET
AT UK AUG. 25-26
The second in a series of five
Fall seminars dealing with problems of the community press will
be held Aug. 25-26 at the University of Kentucky. The seminars are
sponsored by the Kentucky Press
Association and utilize personnel
from the KPA -the UK School of
Journalism, Apr UK personnel,
and representatives from numerous community newspapers within
the area where the seminar is
staged. Others this fall are planned at Hazard and in the Western
part of the state.

workshop sessions, they will earn
the ins and outs of democracy, its
challenges and how to meet them,
and the leadership roles they must
assume to preserve the American
way of life. The seminar is being
sponsored by the UK College of
Agriculture and Home Economics
and the Kentucky Co-operative
Council.
Work together!

RED JEFFERIS
APPLES
Early Summer's best for eating,
pies, cobblers, canning, freezing.
Particularly good for drying.
APPLE CIDER
Fresh Wednesdays, Saturdays.
HOMER ZOPF
Dukedom Highway
near Oak Grove Church

YOUTH SEMINAR SET
AT UK AUG. 27-30

"Hiring a new secretary tomorrow, I presume?"

Turning Back The Clock-FROM THE FILES:—

August 22, 1941
A wire was received Tuesday by
J. 0. Lewis, superintendent of the
City schools, stating that President Roosevelt had signed the
WPA grant for the new school
building to replace Carr Institute.
At a meeting of the Fulton
Board of Education, held this
week, E. P. Garrett of Cleveland,
Mississippi, was elected assistant
coach and teacher in Junior High
SchooL
Moon Mullins, manager of the
Fulton Tigers, will be honored at
Fairfield Park on Friday night
when the fans will observe "Moon
Mullins" night.
N. E. Gallahan, who has been
manager of the Henry I. Seigel
Garment Factory here since De-

1

cember of 1939, has been transferred to Dickson, Tennessee. Miss Mary Ethel Lansden, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ford Lansden, will go to Princeton next
week to attend the Annual Tobacco Festival. Miss Lansden was
selected as "Miss Fulton" last
week in a beauty contest by the
local Lion's Club.

Mrs. J. 0. Lewis was hostess
Tuesday at her home on Third
Street entertaining with a luncheon in honor of her daughter, Mrs.
Louis Haynes, Jr.. of Ashland,
Kentucky. Seven friends of Mrs.
Haynes were present.
Mrs. Karl Kimberlin, president,
will give the program at the regular monthly meeting of the South
Fulton PTA Thursday night.

100 Years Ago This Week
An Historical review of THZ CIVIL WAR PATSY-DAY
(M•terial I. from publication of moony on• hundred Mars snot erirleal
wording from nfrrences In the Lib
of Centres. Wasaington. Reporting
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Fourth week in August 1861
It was midsummer in America
that August of one hundred years
ago, and the American people
were learning that one of the first
tragedies in any war was the loss
of personal rights.
Lincoln had set aside the rights
of habeas corpus so that he could
jail those in the Union who would
hinder the northern war effort.
Lyon in Missouri had captured the
Missouri State Guard camp and
had used bloodshed to keep himself in power. As it could happen
in 1961, it happened in 1861 that
the recognition of a war was the
signal for efforts to unite each
side, with a denial of many human rights to those of the other
side.
Today it is easy to think of the
North and the South being sections each with a single purpose,
with everyone on each side being
opposed to everyone on the other
side. It was not so. There were, in
each army, men from every state
in the Union. There were many
in Owe Union army who believed
in Vlavery, many in the Southern
army who hated slavery. Even in
the—Union Congress there were
men-- who believed in States
Rights. The summer of 1861 saw
a consolidation of forces. Laws
were deliberately broken by each
side, and Constitutional rights
were set aside for the sake of expediency.
Jefferson Davis, on August 14,
issued a proclamation giving orders for all Unionists to leave the
South. The Unionists had forty
days to leave. And after that time
said Davis, the Unionists would
'be treated as enemies." Any
Unionist who did not leave the
South had to make a declaration
of intention to become a citizen of
the Confederacy, with acknowledgement of the authority of the
Confederate Government.
Lincoln, on August 16, ordered
all Northern men to stop any and
all commerce with the South. Lincoln's order had a peculiar note in
that it did not mention West Virginia as such but as "that part of
Virginia lying west of the Allegheny Mountains" Had the proclamation been given a few days
later, it would probably have recognized the new state of West
Virginia. which vv•as formed by the
Wheeling Convention August 20.
The first name giving to West Virginia by this convention was
"The State of Kanawha."
Here is an odd note about the

lecHTHRT

final boundary between Virginia
and West Virginia. When Stonewall Jackson had been commander at Harper's Ferry, he had seized
some 35 locomotives and a great
many freight cars belonging to
the B & 0 Railroad officials wanted to be certain that their road
ran through a Unionist State. At
their request, the new State of
West Virginia was given the counties of Berkeley and Jefferson.
Those counties, which contained
Martinsburg,
Charlestown, and
Harper's Ferry, were almost totally Southern in sympathy. Residents of those counties deeply
resented the change at the time
(and some still do to this day.)
On August 12, the ex-minister
to France, Hon. Charles J. Faulkner, was arrested in his hotel room
in Washington. Faulkner was a
resident of Martinsburg, and was
accused of having "aided and abetted the enemy." Faulkner had
resigned his post, and had made
known his intention to join the
Confederate army.
Newspapers of the times report
much "removing" from sections
close to the borders of Virginia
and Maryland. A soldier who was
stationed at Harper's Ferry some
tinte about the Ft. Sumter affair,
mentioned in a letter that "There
was much Union sentiment in the
community. We (the Southern
soldiers) are often made uncomfortable." It is evident that two
things had happened: a) The
Unionists had moved North, or b)
they had changed sides. In most
cases the latter is more apt to be
true.
Down on the Virginia peninsula
close to Ft. Monroe a new name
was becoming known. Major Gen.
Ben Butler was to become known
as one of the most controversial
figures of the Civil War, and probably the most hated by the South.
And yet, as the general in command of the Union troops in what
is now Newport News, Butler,
that summer of 1861, was showing
friendship for the local people.
The troops under Butler were in
the habit of raiding the houses of
the people. Butler issued "safeguards" to the farmers, and when
the colonel of a regiment allowed
some soldiers to fire the wheatfields of a farmer, the colonel was
promptly arrested by Butler. Said
Butler:" In civilized warfare, the
one who breaks a safeguard is to
be shot!" Safeguards and safeconducts were issued for many
purposes. An army on the move

An experiment in demciera4
for Kentuckys young people will
be conducted Aug. 27-30 at the
University of Kentucky. Called
The Kentucky Youth Seminar, it
wil bring to the campus about 100
carefuly selected boys and girls
from throughout the state. In
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- PACKAGE DEAL

Feed Your Hogs

,GET
HEATING
AS YOU
WANT IT!

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

with a set-up
for cooling
at no extra cost!

"Covering everything"
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 4o8
422 Lake St.

With Your Home
Grown Grain

Browder Milling Co.
Fulton, Ky.

STARLITE
Fulton-Union City Highwat
—WED-THUR-FRI., AUG. 23-25
(Starts at 9:00)
MIDNIGHT LACE
With Myrna Lay
(Also, starts at 7:10)
THE MILLIONAIRESS
With Sophia Loren
SATURDAY, AUG. 26
—Triple bill program—
(Starts at 8:55)
SERGEANT RUTLEDGE
With Jeffry Hunter
(Starts at 7:10)
KILL THE UMPIRE
With William Bendix
(Starts at 10:45)
REFORM SCHOOL GIRL
With Gloria Castle
SHETLAND PONY WILL BE
GIVEN AWAY TONIGHT!
SUN-MON-TUE. AUG. 27-29
(Starts at 9:00)
THE MARRIAGE GO ROUND
With Susan Hayward
(Also: starts at 7:00)
NIGHTS OF LUCRETIA BORGIA
With Belinda Lee
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Yes! A Lennox warm air heating
system puts you well on the way
toward central air conditioning.
Attach-on Lennox cooling units
use the same blower and ducts
as your automatic Lennox heating system. Start living this
winter with a Lennox. Enjoy air
that's always the perfect temperature, humidified, cleaned,
freshened, gently and quietly
circulated; evenly distributed.
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tommins
LENNOX
WARM AIR
HEATING
* Gas, oil or coal
* Up-flo or Down-flo—In
- Aire-Flo or Perima•flo
heating
* Units for all locations
Come In or phone for
FREE heating survey!

SMALLMAN Tin Shop.
Phone 502

Olive St. Fulton

SCOTT'S
FLORAL SHOPPE
304 MAIN ST.
DAY OR NITE

FULTON, KY,
PHONE 20

TOP VALUE STAMPS
ON ALL PURCHASES!
Flowers for all Occasions
• Rytex Personalized Stationery
* Hallmark Greeting Cards
* Invitations—Gifts--Bridge items
GET 100 EXTRA TOP VALUE STAMPS
CLIP THE COUPON BELOW!
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Educators, Parents Believe Kindergartens Are Essential
The Fulton Kindergarten begins
its ninth year this fall, with classes being held, as usual, in the
Carr Elementary Building. The
school is sponsored by the Junior
Department of the Fultons Womans club with Mrs. Wiliam Sloan
serving as teacher.
In connection with this, we
present the following article.
A number of children in the
state—those who have been fortunate enough to attend nursery
schools and kindergartens—will
enter the First Grade this fall with
a possible advantage over their
classmates.
Many educators and parents
wish that all children in Kentucky
could have the opportunity for
pre-school training. They consider
it essential.
But a state-wide kindergarten
system would seem to require
State aid under the minimumfoundation program to match local
effort. Hardly anyone would dispute the desirability of this, but
some day other educational needs
should be met first.
Nevertheless, the American Association of University Women in
the state is working hard to get
such at program. Mrs. Scott N.
Binkley, president of the group's
Louisville branch, said efforts are
being made to obtain Kentucky
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of Kentucky Folklore
"HATS AGAIN"
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LABOR DAY, USA, is almost
here again, and from all indications, there'll be a record number of folks on the highways...
headed for picnics in the park,
sun 'n fun at the beach, or the
cool, quiet relaxation of the
mountains. Wherever you're
headed . . . be sure you drive
carefully ... so you'll be sure to arrive!
•

•

•

TIPS-TO-THE-WISE DEPARTMENT: Call ahead and be
sure! Whether you're planning a long Labor Day weekend, or just now taking your vacation, you'll do well to
phone ahead and confirm any reservations by Long Distance. It takes only a few minutes to call . . . and Long
Distance rates are low (even lower when you call stationto-station, with special values after six p.m. and on Sundays). The few minutes and the few pennies you spend
coufd save you a lot of trouble and worry!
•

•

•

ALONG THE WAY Labor Day, notice the increase
in the number of outdoor phones. These handy "outdoor
citizens" are on the job 24 hours a day ... offering you
convenience and protection.
•

should v:ear one, even when his
dignity as a budding teacher demanded that he be somewhat formal. Maybe hats are coming back
into style, and this young fellow
is merely ahead of the procession.
Now, it was other.vise in my
early student days. A hat was the
badge of being a full-grown man;
not to wear one was to subject a
fellow to stares or even open questioning. I have often told my
friends that I bought a hat to take
with me to my mother's funeral;
not that I would have it on while
I was there, but I could hold it in
my hand, just like the other men
present. I was no longer young
myself, but I certainly did not
want anyone to think I was queer
by not-having a hat. Then and now
I have a hat in winter, but I had
not owned a summer hat for a
long time. I actually never wore
the new hat but gave it to my
father-in-law as a present, since
he and I wore the same-sized hat.
Long after I began teaching at
Western, all the girls wore hats to
class; not to have done so would
have caused some straight talks
from the lady teachers. Slowly the
hats began to disappear, but one
lone girl, anything but old-fashioned, clung to hers away down into my later years of teaching. I
never heard her discuss why she
clung to the older style; she probably would not have had any good
reason other than that she liked
to wear a hat anyway.
Museums can be made and have
been made to display hats of all
ages. But the rows of hats I have
seen in such displays usually
show dress-up head pieces only,
not the common run of hats. If I
were rich, I might start a museum
showing what folks at Fidelity
wore on their heads and bring the
display down some decades later.
Sunbonnets of all sorts, fascinators, fancy bonnets, and all the
changing styles of headwear would
make us wonder at styles. Among
the men's and boy's wear would
be the straw, wide-brimmed hat
we wore in the fields, the slightly
greasy caps of winter, the straightbrimmed Sunday straw hats that
we called 'straw katies," the derby
of all sorts and colors and widith
of brim, and the old standby hat
that all mature men wore in winter, a droopy felt hat that showed
its age by the droop that time had
brought. Just to connect my museum with history, I would have to
get a genuine Free Silver hat
from the Bryan-McKinley campaign, and it would not hurt to dig
out of the mothballs some of the
fancier things that had belonged
to our folks in Civil War times,
when folks were folks. If only the
dressy ones were on display, they
would create a false imprssion of
what we were like. Most of us
were plain people six days a week;
on dress-up occasions we strutted
a bit, and some critic has said that
a man's social standing is best re-

In May of this year, as I was
walking across the campus of our
college just as classes were being
dismissed, I met a young man
wearing, besides his customary attire, a coat, a tie, and a hat! Whether he was one of the students,
I-did not know. Nearly everybody
stopped and took a look at the
queer fellow, for hats and ties and
coats are scarce articles on our
campus, as well as on other campuses. When I'see a senior with
coat and tie, I almost know that he
is doing Practice Teaching in the
College Training School and is instructed to come thus attired; but
what about a hat? No student
whom I know has felt that he

Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost

etly

$500,000 a year to reinstate kin- ling to the County's old Ballard ment for growing physically, sodergartens. He also has called the School on Lime Kiln Lane this cially, emotionally and intellectneed for them "obvious and most fall, defined the three categories ually. Age group is 3 and 4.
urgent."
this way:
Kindergarten—Same definition
Some first-grade City teachers
Day-care center—A place where as nursery school but emphasis
say that since kindergartens were a mother leaves
a child when she here is on developing concepts for
aboished the first year of school goes to work. Its
primary function learning. Children are given difis now taken up largely with what is baby-sitting.
ferent kinds of experiences inchildren used to do in kindergartcluding trips of an educational' naNursery school—Takes care of ture. Kindergarten is for 5-yearen.
Two City elementary schools— children and provides an environ- olds.
Ruthford and
Longfellow—still,
have kindergartens but these are
operated by mothers' groups on a
tuition basis. The Jefferson County system has never had kindergartens, and there are no tuition
kindergartens in County schools.
The Rutherford and Longfellow
kindergartens, plus the one at Anchorage School, are among 82 private nursery schools, kindergartens and day-care centers listed in
the annual A. A. U. W. directory
entitled "Schools For Children Under Six."
Approximately 2,500 children
here would attend the three categories of pre-school institutions if
enrollment were at a maximum.
The directory is available without charge from Mrs. Edwin Gray,
2532 Saratoga Drive, GLendale
"Jasper The Jerk," star clown with the International Auto
Daredevils, wants to find a quick hiding place. lie's not hiding
2-1455.
from the attractive young lady shown—he wants to get away
Mrs. S. Franklin Chance, whose
Dom those speeding automobiles. Jasper will be eeir in his
Mrs. Chance's Community Preerratic antics when the Daredevils appear at Kentucky State
School will move from 1649 CowFair Thrill Show, Sept. 10 dc Stilt. 13-14.
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EXCHANGE
Furniture Co.
Fulton
Phone 35

Nay
no.
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eatthis

Education Association support for
the campaign.
"We hope to have the K. E. A.
introduce legislation that might
enable areas that want kindergartens to receive support under
minimum-foundation
the
program," she said.
The K. E. A. board or airectors
has not yet acted on the Louisville
branch's request.
Only 12 districts in the state
now have kindergartens supported
by local taxes as part of their
school systems, according to Mrs.
Virginia Ruth Chapman, supervisor of attendance and pupil personnel in the State Department of
Education at Frankfort.
These are Kenton County (two
schools) and 11 independent districts—Danville, Bellevue, Fort
Thomas, Southgate, Frankfort, Anchorage, Beechwood, Erlanger,
Bardstown, Bowling Green and
Williamstown.
The Louisville Board of Education reluctantly abandoned kindergartens in 1956 when an "austerity" program to conserve funds
went into effect. At that time
there were 3,697 children attending 126 classes (63 teachers on
split sessions). Attendance was
voluntary.
Superintendent Samuel V. Noe
has said it would cost at least

•

•

FALL IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER! And you
know what that means—back-to-school ... back to getting school clothes in shape . . . back to PTA meetings
. . . back to a million-and-one things that there's never
quite enough time for! Fall makes you realize more than
ever how valuable time is . . . and how valuable your
time-savers are. Like the telephone. Ever stop to figure
how much time it saves you ... every day? Instead of
having to see them in person, you can just call the laundry
... and the ladies' aid committee ... and the grocer ...
and on and on. Yes, your phone is what I call a real time,
money and you-savert

The Fulton News, Thursday,:Aug. 24, 1961

fleeted in the kind of hat he wears.
Today I went out into a small
sprinkle of rain and drew over my
head a rainhat, with strings to
under my chin. And that rexiindeAl
me of the sunbonnets that young
girls used to wear, with the strings
tied in a bow knot, but with the
actual bonnet hanging down the
back. I have seen girls jumping the
grapevine rope at Fidelity wearing hats thus; every jump gave the
hat..a flip and my heart flipped.
too. It has not got too old to turn
a somersalt when I see a pretty
girl; I hope it never viii. Sunbonnets and hats of all sorts come
and go, just as do tir.t. and youth
and the like; but a pretty face, regardless of the style, :s pretty still.
I once asked a your..f man what
dress he liked best on his girl
friend; "The one she is wearing,"
he replied truthfully

Forest Conservation
Teachers Visit The
Ky. Dam Nursery

teachers are from Fulton and surrounding counties.
_Teachers taking the course from
Fulton County are Charles Jackson.

Zachary Taylor, 12th president
On August 16. 1961, 35 students of the United States, grew to
taking the Conservation Workshop manhood on a farm in the Bearat Murray State visited Kentucky grass Creek area near Louisville.
Dam Nursery at Gilbertsville.
Mr. Esco Uunter, who is teaching the course, pointed out that
the 20 milion tree seedlings which
are growing in the nursery will be
used to plant idle and eroded areas
in Kentucky.

cl.larino Aid Batteries

All the students are elementary
and high school teachers who will
be teaching forest conservation in
their respectrve clas • '• •

108 Lake street
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Hogwash?
\Vell, this is one way to make an extra dollar. But your KU farm service adviser can
suggest better ways. That's why KU has farm service advisers throughout the state,
and is so particular about what kind of men they are. Because it's part of his job
and KU's way of doing business, a KU farm service adviser
°cP1 ... knows both farming and

electricity. It's his job to help
you make your farm operation pay better.

Pt

..isis friendly. KU

is a friendly company and it tries to
show its friendship through its people and its services.

• ••

•••

is alert for ways to serve you better. As KU's personal
representative, it's part of his job to help KU serve
you better.

is a good

neighbor ... willing to participate in all community activities.

ru IS ITS

PEOPLE. For every field job, there's a comparable headquarters job.
Your local KU fieldmen get the same kind of help and cooperation from their counterparts in Lexington as they give you. They're another big reason why you get
nore than kilowatt hours when you take KU service.
I lere is the KU farm service adviser in your area:

Cet to know your local KU people
c :d you'll know KU

Bill Padon
Farm Service Adviser

NOTICE: Car Owners!
BUY YOUR SEAT
COVERS at

S. P. MOORE CO.
Installed Free

Dale Breeden,
Prop.

SYMBOL OF SERVICE
AN INVESTOR OWNED ELECTRIC COMPANY

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
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with kick pleat.
The Holland family reunion was
gamut
the
leather.
skirt—run
Black
Pleated
take.
to each step you
held Sunday with an all day gafrom unpressed pleats, panel pleats thering and picnic lunch at the
and knife pleats.
Fulton City Park. Leonard HolMrs. Nelson Tripp returned land was the guest of honor, the
le"44401.Monday from Jackson. Mississippi, occasion being his birthday.
434 Lake Street: Fulton
where she had ttended the wedHe received many nice gifts. Folding of Miss Harriet Henderson of
Jackson and Mr. Austin Stubblefield of Owensboro, Kentucky.
While there, she played and sang
C.06;Wthit
for the wedding rehearsal dinner
at the Crown Roof of the King
Edward Hotel and also attended a
luncheon for out-of-town guests
at the Capitol City Club.
While returning to Fulton, Mrs.
Tripp visited in Batesville, Mississippi, with Miss Ella Doyle and her
mother.

SIEGEL TALENT HUNT

Diary of Doin's

NOW!

world's toughest

double-knee jeans
in smart stripes!

BOYS BLUE JEANS ... $1.98

NEW

a\I intePe,

Boys and ?tens Sport Shirts $1.00

WHEREVER

Boys Striped Jeans ...

YOU GO

$1.98

$3.99

2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1 PLUS $1.
2 FOR THE PRICE OF 1 PLUS $1.

LEVI'S

DOUBLE-KNEE

THE LEADER STORE

We Salute You,

ONLY

$2.99

Mrs. Donald Hollingsworth was
hostess to a lovely household sho-

OPEN TODAY — 6:45

1k...-.-. . „:„. ,--------„-

C00L... AO eismosui

PHONE

550 - 551 - 553 - 55

NEW FALL FASHIONS ARRIVING DAILY

COATS - DRESSES - SPORTSWEAR
USE

OUR

—AND—

"BEWARE OF
CHILDREN"
Starts Sunday

LAY-AWAY

KASNOW'S

- - - - for the contributions you have made
to the economy of the Twin Cities and their
trade area! We commend you on your expansion plans, and may we have the privilege
of serving you and your employees in the future!

FULTON BANK
MEMBER F. D. I. C.

A wftereiffIVONIVIAL

448-52 LAKE STREET

Henry:I. Siegel Co.

12

60c
Adults
25c
Children - Thru 11 yrs.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
DOUBLE FEATURE!

All the casual charm of fall is captured in this
sharp corduroy sneakers with its heavy while
rubber sole—its wonderful way of making
you forget your feet for play. Have it in while,
black, loden.

THE

961

NOTEBOOK—
(ContInnee rrom Ails 1)
be leaving us soon to enter a religious teaching order and having
known Jean Ann since the very
first day we came to Fulton, I'd
say that the religious life is going
to be a happier place because she's
there. Jean Ann is an accomplished pianist, as all of us know, and
perhaps it is the combination of
music and a wonderful person that
makes us know how fortunate are
those who will share the teaching
talents of our very good friend.

sin

98

00

but Plains through the rest of
South Dakota and a part of North
Dakota.
We met an interesting couple in
a little French village in Canada
and had a short, but pleasant visit
there. Then, we traveled on to
Winnipeg, Canada, where we
spent the night.
A tourist's paradise is the Lake
of the Woods in Canada. We had

As a going away gesture Exie
Hill, Ethel McDaniel and I had a
little breakfast for Jean Ann at
the Derby Cafe recently and it was
fun having Jean Ann and her
friends wishing her Godspeed in
her new field of endeavor. And of
course all of us do the same.
Bennett Wheeler told us a completely fascinating story on Wednesday and we thought you'd enjoy it too. Janice Wheeler Rorie
and her husband Wendell are the
parents of an identical set of
Mins. They're so much alike that
even Janice and Wendell can't tell
them apart. It's a true story, Bennett said, that they put one child
to bed and then were startled to
see the child walking around soon
after they thought she was sound
asleep. Found out, after checking,
they had put the wrong child to
bed. One of the children had a bad
burn when same grease fell on
her and scarred her little body.
Later when folks asked Wendell
the name of the child, he had to
raise her dress to see which one
had the scar to see which one was
which. Their names are Jennifer
and Jeanette. Seems to me like
Wendell would have a problem,
too. If he ever decided to nickname
one of them just plain "J" no
telling who would come along.

OUIDA JEWELL—

98

tTS

$1.

CH

$1.

(Continued from rage I)
of South Dakota.
We spent our first night there
in the unique resort town of Hot
Springs. We slept in red log cabins
-atop a hill. We ate at the beautiful
old Hotel Evans facing Kidney
Spring, located in the city park
across a little river.
The drive over Needles Highway was breath-taking and the
"scenic route" to the famous Mt.
Rushmore was quite scarey. Instead of taking the good paved
highway, we ended up on the 12
miles of narrow road winding over
the rugged mountain top to Mt.
Rushmore. As you know, that is
where the faces of four great
presidents, Washington, Jefferson,
Theodore Roosevelt and Lincoln,
have,been carved atop one of the
granite mountains.
A storm was coming up when
we left Mt. Rushmore and our
drive from there to Deadwood
down the mountain was through
rain and fog.
After we left The Black Hills
there was nothing much to see

ITIRBE0
MARTIN

1

Our first evening there we drove
down to a hotel on Lakeshore
Drive for dinner. Looking for a
place to park, I drove around the
block, turning down a narrow
street, where apartment houses
were located. There we found two
police cars parked in the stzeet
and people gathered on the sidemy sister, Sue Sanders.
In Chicago we had a wonderful walks. There was excitement in
time and a bit of excitement, too! the air. I was able to ease by the

a picnic at one of the beautiful
lakes and the next place of interest we stopped was at Sioux Narrows, where we had dinner.
We left Canada after two days
and traveled
one night
and
through Minliosota aria Wisconsin
to Chicago, where we visited with

police - cars, then another car flew
around me and parked in the
middle of the street, so I couldn't
go any further. The driver jumped
out of the car and rushed back to
the policemen. There we sat in
the middle of the street. Soon,
there were other cars behind me.
Finally, the driver directly behind
me started to blow, then the man
from the car in front of me ran
back and drove quickly away,

HWY

Fri & Sat Aug. 25 & 26

SPEED-A-RAM.A.
4 SPEED FEATURES
NO. 1

'HOT ROD GIRLS"
NO. 2

"JOY RIDE"

turning down the alley back of
the apartment hoirses.
Later that night on TV was the
story of another gangster killing in
Chicago—of how the gangster's
body had been found that night in
the trunk of a parked car downtown. It was suggested by a friend
of my sister's that it was possible

that we had been on the scene t,
the crime without knowing it.
On our second evening in Chi
cago we were shown all the opei
ations at National Broadcastin
Company, where Sue works. W
were also guests at dinner in th
plush M and M Club (a privat
club for merchants

SUPER RIGHT-4 TO 8 LB.

SMOKED PICKI- CS
oWhole
Fresh
BBoustttson
( Half)Lb.
U. & Gov't if 4 to 6
Inspected % Lb. All
•
Prr ( 1Raltb:)Lb.
Right
Su
7-1n. Cut
Frozen
Lb

49c
Pork Roast
I
u„.394
Duckngs
Duc
794
Rib R oast
Scallops se. (5 r`it 239) 49c

1Karo Syrup
, FISH STIX

3 Pkgs.

Lb.

VA

U. S. GOVT INSPECTED

Chicken Parts
Legs Whole.. Lb. 39'
Lb. 294
Wings
Gizzards.. Lb. 354
Lb. 15'
Backs

SUPER RIGHT CANADIAN STYLE

790
23C Bacon (
2 89€
Bottle 690 Wieners(
Mazola Oil
FRYERS
Nu-Soft Rinse
8 4"
450 Canned Hams(
39(
NiagaraStarch
Honey Dew
Lemons
Melons
Argo Corn Starch 2 290 Grapes
19,
Argo Gloss Starch2 290
39c
59c
Center Cut
Piece or
Sliced

24-0x.

Blue
Label......

Lb.891)

Whole or
9" End Piece...

Lb.

SUPER RIGHT ALL MEAT SKINLESS

Lb.
Pkg.

)
1p-Lb. 474

SOUTHERN STAR—READY TO SERVE

PI::

Can

Cold

MORTON'S FROZEN

CALIF. 195 SIZE

CALIFORNIA

dter

29c Lb.

Lb.

4-Lb.)
Can
2.99

RED OR wrifTF SECO& CU

Chicken,
Turkey
or Beef

DOZ

6 Size Each

Apple or
Peach

Lb

Pies
09,
5 7
0,9..
8-0p.
Pies

22-0z
1:.e Ls

Aristocrat

1 Lb.

21c

:erd:: 20 99(
oal
Charc
25c
3
ages
Bever
Biscuits:T.:Jury 6 49(
Meat sRu::: 2 69(
Lunch
29(
2
Peas
490
139
Scotties
25
Flour
2 350 Tomato Juice 4 950
Scotkins Tzpledn.
= 6790
Milk
Evap.
79c
ers
Tumbl
Scott Tissue corolors 4 530
49t
Nuts
ew
Cash
45c
Chips
Dill
27c
Soft-Weve sTre:tue
Praise
Waldo!'7:7 2 690 PINEAPPLE
CHED-O-BIT
35€
Soap
3(
6
Ivory Liquid
2 Loaf.Lb., 790 3
Large 34 PIE (°;:) 39€
Oxydol
Butter
2
WISK
Bread
67c
Cheese
Blue
39c
32c N
Blue Cheer
"L 69
29c Ice Cream
Pound Cake
55g Green Giant Peas 17 Ox.21c Mexicorn Niblets
Premium Duz
37c Gr. Beans ri:,!,';cut. 2 1,c, 39c
SWAN
sCorn
Niblet
39c
Dash Detergent
29c
Kraft Liquid Dressings
Spit & Span
31c
Comet Cleanser.
Maxwell
1c
2:1.4
ScottTowels(
House
InstantCoffee
229c
Wax Paper.
63c
Joy Liquid
Stores
d
roo
$1.61
64
Bosco
Dreft
CRACKERS

•••

Yukon

FT:isaule

12-0z..
Cans

16 Oz
Cans

School

2 Pkgs
of 200
25c

Lb

12-0z
Cans

Club
6 Flavors

Days

lf

lb Oz
Cans

A&P

Pkgs.
of 50

Lb.
Bag

45)Plain
:
Re
ed Y C

14!.4-01

Glass
Anchor Hocking
Decorated

White

Rolls

Set
of 8

in Ctn.

Gal
Jar

Paramount
Hamburger

12-0z.
Pkg.

Excel

Rolls

PURSE SAVEk
SPECIALS

Dairy Values

Jane Parker Raker' Goods

DRIVI
EN
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-1 Roll

Pack

AMERICAN—PIMENTO—SW I SS

12-0z
Can

2raez

(10c OFF DEAL)
... 330
3

CHEESE
FOOD

Bars

Bleach

Pkg.
Large
21%-0z.
Pkg.
Large
23-0z.
Pkg.

Detergent

•

h
iL a entiteri
)
ut Ring .
Crescent
or Marble

1-Lb. ear.
Ctn.

Sunnyfleld Sweet
Cream Salted
T dFs
A

11:4-Lb.,7
Lves. JI

Made with
Buttermilk

Lb.

rts

Ea

Marvel
All Flavors

Ea.

Ctn.

Liquid Detergent

"le

10z.19c

Can
ori
1.42-Gal.'
I
Can
(12c Off) I

(at Off)

x.
1C2a-On,

NO 3

'MOTORCYCLE GANG'
NO. 4

TEENAGE THUNDER'
PLUS ROAD RUNNER
Color Cartoon
Bingo Jackpot
SATURDAY NITE
IS $100.00
Sun & MON AUG 22 & 28
RICHARD EGAN
DOROTHY McGUIRE
IN

"A Summer Place"
TUESDAY ONLY
AUG. 29

$1.00 PER CARLOAD
PATTI, NEWMAN IN

"THE YOUNG
PHILADELPHJANS"
Wed & Thur. Aug. 30 & 31
JERRY LEWIS
IN

"LADIES MAN"

2/k3gz

Liquid Detergent

16-Oz.
Box

8-oz. bot. 37c
Italian
Kraft or Miracle 8-ox. bot. 27c
8-oz. bot. 35c
Casino

Cans
Oz
14

16-oz. bot. 43c
French
8-oz. bat. 35c
Catalina
8-oz. bot. 39c
Cheese
Blue
Roka

(10c OFF DEAL)
22-0z. C50
Tre,
Can

Big
Roll
7/
5"x11"
33c

PRICES I'"" THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SAT., AUG

5-Ft.
Roll

Rite

26

THE GREAT ATLANTIC 8, PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC,

22-0z.
Can

Milk
Amplifier

YOUNG'S DRIED

Pinto Beans
4,

Lb.
A Pkg.

4,9c

Kotex
Belts
E. 394

10-0z Jar

AMIRICA'S DIPINDABUI fOOD MISCOUNT 5111CI MSS

::-r b.
'
1V

Mac's
Barbecue
Qt.$145 Pt.79c

Renolds Wrap
HOUSEHOLD FOIL
25-FL

31,

Roll

Pork

Tide
Detergent

Clorox
Bleach

at

194

394

Fems

Kleenex

FEMININE NAPKINS

FEMININE NAPKINS

CLEANING TISSUE

2 Pkg* 69°

2.7°182 69c

2., 400 53c

Kotex
of 12

Pkg. of 45

137

Pkgs

Pkg

320

Kleenex
Napkins

2 Pk" 49c
of G,0

Detergent
Large
l a Oz
Pkg.

33,

Kleenex
Towels30
1010 Sheet A
Rolls -t
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Public Assistance
Recipients Get
Sizeable Increase
Kentucky's public assistance
cipients received a 12.8 per cent
,
icrease in State and Federal
•unds during the 1960-61 fiscal
ear as compared with the 1959-60
ear, Commissioner of Economic
,ecurity Earle V. Powell has anotinced.

Split Season Set
For Kentucky's
Dove Hunters

Powell said, resulting in an average increase of approximately
$5.45 a month for each aged recipient.
Average monthly increases in
aid to dependent children during
the 1960-61 fiscal year totaled approximately $13.83 per family or
$3.81 per person covered in this
category.
The needy blind on the State's
public assistance rolls received an
average monthly increase of approximately $8.12 per person over
the 1959-60 year.
Aid to the permanently and
totally disabled during the 1960-61
fiscal year was increased by approximately $8.81 per person each
month.
Powell said 142,679 Kentuckians
were on the public assistance rolls
at the end of the 1960-1 fiscal
year.

A split season for doves, eomprising 70 hail aays of hunting,
and a bag limit of 12 per day, has
been set for Kentucky, Minor
Clark, commissioner of the Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources, announced today following receipt of the framework
structure from the Federal Bureau of Sports Fisheries and Wildlife,

"State funds, bolstered by reveme increases during the 1960-61
iscal year, brought higher matchig Federal grants to enable us to
ay an all-time high of $61,494,566
needy Kentuckians," Powell
aid. "This is an increase of more
ban $7 million during the last 12
,ionths."
D. W. Griffith (1880-1948), famKentucky's aged received the ous pioneer
motion picture proiggest increase in total funds ducer, was born
near LaGrange,
uring the fiscal year just ended, Ky.

As far last year, the season will
open on September 1 and continue
through October 31, with a second
opening on November 16 and continuing through November 24 and
with shooting hours from noon,
prevailing standard time, until
sunset. The bag limit is unchanged from last year with 12 per day
or a possession limit of 24 after
two or more days of hunting. Complete regulations governing the
season have not yet been received
from the Bureau but are expected
to be announced in a few days,
Commissioner Clark said.

Call Ds To Save
Money On Repairs
Ted Mack of Original Amateur Hour fame congratulates Margaret Ann Riales,
Fair Youth Talent Contest winner, after her all expense paid trip to New York 1960 Mid-South
as Grand Award
winner. Preliminary contests are now being held throughout the
Greater
contestants to compete in the Talent finals to be held at the Mid-South Fair,Mid-South to select
September 22-30th.

A satisfied customer is our
best testimonial. That Is
why we give you fast, efficient, technical serviee and
loss rates on TV repairs. It
all adds-up to saving Von
money!

Shop in Fulton today!

We have complete stocks

Dayton V-Belts

Ant•nnag

•.r)r. HOME and FARM
Machines BENNETT ELECTRIC
PHONE '1.01
FULTON

Roper Televisi3n
306 Main Street
'

Phone 307

nertItatitil=r1
72113PMASMO...zetrwweast,'.".7ll.
,

All you need is a bottle opener!
any time...any place!
,
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'Town Meetings'
To Be Set Up
For Child Welfare

More than 1,100 students who
will be freshmen this fall at the
University of Kentucky attended
the summer orientation program
given for the first time. At least
that many parents also visited and
learned about the campus during
'Town meetings" may be held in
the programs, according to Dr. various parts of Kentucky by the
Kenneth Harper, coordinator for Department of Child Welfare to
the orientation.
determine what the problems of
Kentucky youth are and how they
may be solved.
"I think we can get to the root
of our youth problems by going
into the communities and talking
Dry-clean them yourself, like new, with the people who come into
in a few minutes. Rent our contact with children's problems
every day," Child Welfare ComGLAMORENE
missioner Richard J. Clendenen
declared following an experimentElectric Rug Brush
al meeting at Paducah of the type
(Low daily rental. $2)
proposed.
Yes! We sell GLAMORENE dryClendenen believes the Paducah
meeting is the first of the type
Roll-away beds
held in Kentucky and has hopes
that such meetings will help to
ways to solve such problems
BENNETT ELECTRIC find
as child neglect and juvenile deWalnut St.
Phone 201 linquency.

Rugs Need Cleaning?

ENJOY A SCREWDRIVER
AND MIXER
ALL IN ONE
BOTTLE!

1,100 ATTEND UK'S
SUMMER ORIENTATION

ICI Mg. N N

•

Air concrliorring —en enrtratost optiofi met eves
you fingertip temperature control. Try it.

Nearly 150 local people attended
the meeting held at the McCracken County Health Center. They
cited problems found in Paducah
and offered some recotnmendationS.
The majority of people at the
meeting felt parents are to blame
for creating juvenile delinquents.
They said many parents in Paducah are allowing young teenagers
below 16 to drive; they do not accept the help that is offered to
them by State agencies; and they
are not prepared to receive their
children when they are returned
from institutions.

impala Sport Sedan

The 70 half days granted Kentucky were split into two seasons
so that the period from November
1 through November 15, during
which there is no open hunting
season could again be observed.
The additional nine days over the
61 consumed in the month of
September and October, will open
with the small game season, November 16, and continue through
the November 24 closing date.

opening date being November 16
and continuing through January
4. The bag and possession limits
are 15. The woodcock season opens
on November 16 and continues
through December 25, with shooting permitted from sunrise to sunset with a bag limit of four and
a possession limit of eight being
granted. For Wilson's snipe the
season will open on November 16
and continue through December 15
with bag and possession limits of
eight. The shooting hours for
snipe are from sunrise to sunset.

Local Guernsey Cow
Makes High Record
A registered Guernsey cow, Willow Wildes Maxims Rose, owned
by Burnette and Hixson, Fulton,
Kentucky, has completed.an official HIR production record, according to the American Guernsey
Cattle Club.
This record was for 10,684
pounds of milk and 500 pounds of
fat. 'Rose", was a senior three
year-old, and was milked two
times daily for 305 days while on
test.
This official production record
was supervised by the University
of Kentucky.
We like Fulton!

TV REPAIR
All Makes and Models
•
MOTOROLA
Salts and Service

Seasons and bags limits also
were set today for rails and gallinules, woodcock and Wilson's snipe.
Fifty consecutive days of hunting, from sunrise to sunset, were
set for rails and gallinules, the

•

Wade Television
111 Lake St.

Phone 456
MEmI

Hiram Walker Quality
In A Rich, True
Bourbon
Sib
.
Pint
% Pint

FULL QUART $5.00

$4.06
$2.54
$1.30

Also Available In 5Year Bottled In Bond
Fifth - $4.75
Pints $2.95
Half Pints $1.50

WO dna 4 Proof straight 154arban W13144,7 4 Tsars Old

HIRAM WALKER & SONS, NC., PEORIA ILL.

grind, mmasure and mix
any ration of 1 to 4
ingredients 100% automatIcally with

Electric

Many of those attending said
Kentucky's laws need revision if
juvenile delinquency is to be wiped out. Child support laws, desertions laws, laws governing the sale
of alcoholic beverages and cigarettes to minors all received criticism from Paducah citizens who
said they are not strict enough.
James T. Morehead, Kentucky's
13th governor, was the first governor born in Kentucky.
Devil's jump in south central
Kentucky is a long rapids or cataract that pours waters *of the
South Fork of the Cumberland
River into Lake Cumberland.

T:ie climate ('ouldlit be
hotter for 1)n ing a new

JET-SMOOTH
CHEVROLET
Just look how everything's goin' your
way—beautiful weather, beautiful
countryside and beautiful August saying4 that only the mart who sells
America's No. 1 car can come up with.

Whether you're hot for a convertible
(ah, those elegant Impalasii, aching for
a wagon (a purse-pleasing Brookwood,
perhaps?) or hankering for anything
in between, your Chevrolet dealer has
just the right car at a just-right price.
And every Chevy has a Jet-smooth
ride, V8 vim or "6" savings, Body by
Fisher craftsmanship and gear-gobbling
luggage space. Top that
off with what your dealer
has for you in the price
department, and you've
got one sweet buy

(No. M234-2)

Summer savings
on Corvairs.too!
Now's a cracking good time to come by
a nimble new Corvair with its touchand-turn steering, gentle going, clean
stopping and dig-in traction. All
aboard for end-of-the-season savings
on the car that's no end of fun!

See the new Chevrolets at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer's One-

Stop Shopping Center

TAYLOR CHEVROLET -- BUICK, INC. ...

104 East Fourth Street

Fulton

"memo

TO HELP PROTECT
THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
You've been hoping for a for.
mum a like this
extra potency to surport a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more cornplete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsuies(ad
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

Just dial ration yob want—for example,
3 grains and supplement. Mix-Mill does
the rest. No waiting around. In only 2
hours Mix-Mill prepares daily ration for
200 dairy cows, or 16,500 broilers, or 540
heavy hogs, or 13,400 layers, or 8900 10.
week turkeys! Even shuts itself off automatically I Low electric cost—legs than
20# per ton.
Use Easy Payment Plan.
We Invite You To See The Mix-Mill recently installed
for Charles
Roberta at Four Points We'll be glad to talk terms on an Installatio
n
for your farm.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE

Phone 399

S. Fulton

201 Central Ave.

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERA.TrVE
SERVICE AGENO
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SLICED JOWL

BACON

WORT/MORE

OLD FASHIONED

SLICE
BACON

HOOP

1 LB.PKG.

49c

00

• 7J--

1

..W HO L E lb.
dUTl/P..29LB:.
SWIFT
BUTTER BALL
TURKEYS
10 - 14 AV.
LB.

Streak-O-Lean

PURE PORK

FAT BACK

SAUSAGE

LB.

3 LB.

SNOWBALL

REELFOOT
SKINLESS
Frankfurt
LB. PKG.

PICNIC
LB.

29c
Musselman

SWIFTS

7 DAY

Apple Sauce

TAMELES

TOMATOES

CHEESE
LB.

6 303 Cans

4 16oz. Cans

8 303 CAN:

59c
Green Giant

SUNNYVALE
COCKTAIL
5 303 CANS

Green Giant

MEXICORN 12 oz Can

17c NIBLETS CORN

DIXIE WINNER

'1

FLOUR

12oz Can 17c

Del Monte

Plain,25 Lbs. $L39 GARDEN PEAS

Snowdrift

303 Can 17c

'1
PUFFIN
BISCUITS
12 CANS

Lux Soap 12 for .00

$

FANCY PIE
CHERRIES
5 303 CANS
$

Mayfield

SHORTENING 3 Lb. Can 79c CORN
. . .303 Can 10c
White Or Dark
Plymouth
None Finer At Any Price
KARO SYRUP 24 oz. Bot. 23c OLEO
2 Lbrt.
47c
Large 13 Egg Angel
Reg. 59c Size
Dairy Brand
FOOD CAKE
39c BUTTER . . 1 Lb.Crt. 69c

EATWELL
TUNA FISH
5 REG. CANS

$

$

$1

sot.y.t

DEL MONTE
TUNA FISH
4 REG. CANS

$1
OSAGE
PEACHES
4 2 1-2 CANS

°WENDER'S°'tNi

$1

ARMOUR
CHILI & BEANS
4 300 CANS

PLYMOUTH
COFFEE

$1

2 LB. PhG.
$

STALEYS
WHITE or DARK
SYRUP
2 BIG 400 JARS

With Additional Purchase of $10.00 or More — 5 lbs. 9c
With Additional l'urchase of $5.00 or More-5 lbs. 29c
With Additional Purcha.se of $3.00 or More-5 lbs. 39c

$1

LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

Price Plus S&H Green Stamps

SHERBET
RE

VANITY
ALL
FLAVORS
HALF GAL.

STALEY
WAFFLE SYRUI

11

3 34 oz. Box
S

39c

perArotg

BLUE RINSO Giant Pkg. 59
SILVER DUST Giant Pkg. 59

:.S
.La.
BAG

Liquid Lux Or

WATERPIELLONS Each 49c
LEMONS
Dozen
19c
Fresh Home Grown

PEACHES

2 Lbs.

19c

FULTON'S LARGEST and FINEST SUPER

SWAN SOAP 12 oz. Bot. 25
ORANGE JUICE 12oz Can 2-87c Libby Red
Blue Star
Chicken Pot Pies 6 for $1.00 SOCKEYE SALMON Can 7E
AWK
Swifts
ICE CREAM
1 Lb. Can 5,S
1-2 Gal.
59c SALMON
Chicken Sea

MARKET

TUNA FISH 3 reg. cans 89

SHOW BOAT
Pork & Beans

Musslemar

5 Big 2 1-2 Cans

APPLE SAUC
6 303 Cans

$1.00
PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY, AUGUST 28TH
WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS

WE

—ACRES OF FREE PARKING—

RESERVE THE RIGHT

TO

203 SOUTH BROADWAY

LIMIT

$1.00
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CAYCE NEWS

EAST BEELERTON

Mr.. tAarice Bondurant

By Mrs. J. Ii Vaughn

HOSPITAL NEWS

•PIERCE STATION

visited Mr. and Mrs. Winfred McMorris Sunday.
Miss Kathy Chipman spent several days this week with Glenda
McMorris.
Mr. and Mrs. Elton Caudle, Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Scott of Union
City were visitors in the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Waymon Griffin
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bynum
and daughter visited near Murray,
Kentucky Sunday.

Last Tuesday night supper
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Cruce and
Donna of Milan, Tennessee spent guests of Mr. and Mrs. Winfred
McMorris, Eugene and Glenda
The following persons were pat- the weekend with Mrs. J. J. Cruce
were: Mr. and Mrs. Daniel GardThe revival closed at Johnsons
and Mrs. Ella Holly.
on
Hospitals
Mark,
Grove Sunday night. Rev. Harold ients in the Fulton
Sunday night guests of Mr. and ner and boys, Danny and
Gardner and Jim
Stanfill of the 2nd Baptist Church Wednesday morning.
Mrs. Willie Bondurant were Mrs. Miss Sylvia
Huron, Michigan;
in Union City was the evangelist.
Clara Edmiston of Rutherford and Gardner of Port
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Mr. and Mrs. Waltus McMorris,
William Earl Long was the song
Mrs. Emma Brown.
of Clinton,
leader.
Mrs. Kenneth Stanley and baby,
Mrs. Ruth Cloys is visiting her Mrs. Claude Presley
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith spent Lawrence Yates, Alton Jeftress, granddaughter Mrs. Ray Jackson Mr. Joe Lyn Young of Chicago,
Illinois; Mrs. Gladys Fite, Mrs.
the weekend in Fayetteville, Tenn. Mrs. Murrell Jeftress, Traman and family in Fulton.
with Mr. Smith's sisters Mrs. Bet- Hill, Mrs. Albrey Glasco, Mrs.
Mrs. James Smith and children Clarence Stephens and Joyce Ann.
Mrs. Maudie Gillum of Harvey,
tye Jenkins and Mrs. Gordon Harold Pewitt, Lester Brown, of Arthur, Illinois spent Thursday
Campbell.
Mrs. Zoma Moss and Helen Dick- night with Mr. and H. E. Smith, Illinois has been visiting Mr. and
Mrs. L. A. Tuck for a few days.
The Pierce ladies and communi- erson all of Fulton; Mrs. Alton Sr.
Mr. and Mrs. Glynn Underwood
The Davis family held their anty in general gave a barbecue Aug- Barnes, South Fulton; Jeffrey ElkSpontaneous combustion was the
ust 15 for the men working on the ins, Mrs. May Byars and Mrs. A. nual reunion Sunday at Columbus and son of Harvey, Illinois is visit- cause of a small fire at the HighHopJohn
Dukedom;
and
of
Vaughn
all
II.
J.
Bell
Mrs.
and
Mr.
ing
C.
Mrs.
ofwere
county
attending
Those
Several
Park.
Pierce road.
lands Lamber Cornpary early
ficials attended along with many kins, Pryorsburg Route 1; Leonard Lena Robertson and Jimmie of other relatives this week.
Saturday morning. A pile of
Vestal
1;
Route
Wingo
Wilmuth,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
supervisors.
Mo.;
Morehouse,
and
and
Tuck
engineers
James
Mrs.
and
Mr.
state
sheeting, unloaded Friday, caught
Coltharp, Wingo Route 2; Mrs. Raymond Robertson of St. Louis, family, Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Tuck fire and the Fulton Fire DepartAbout 75 people attended.
Ralph Allen and Mrs. Roy Perry Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Bin- and Mrs. Maudie Gillum visited ment was called to extinguish the
Rev .and Mrs. Warren Jones and
both of Water Valley Route 1; ford of Puxico, Mo.; Mr. and Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus Williams in blaze. No buildings were damagson Jimmy, Rev. Harold Stanfill,
Mrs. M. P. Henderson, Union City Tom Murphy of Wingo, Ky.; Mrs. Greenfield, Ter...cs-- Sunday af- ed.
Mr. and Mrs. John Smith, Mr. and
Route 9; Rev. Ira Henderson, Clin- Clara Edmiston of Rutherford, ternoon.
It is believed that the sheeting
Mrs. George Finch and Miss Janton Route I.
Tennessee; Mrs. Emma Brown,
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Babb, Mrs. was defective, as similar fires
ice Mayhall were supper guests of
and
Cindy
Brown,
Davis
John
Mrs.
WedFronzie Alexander, Mrs. Carl Par- were reported at other places
Mr. and Mrs. William Long
JONES hoserrAL
Steve, Mr. and Mrs. Willie Bon- rish, Mal Allen Parrish and Larry where it was unloaded.
nesday night.
Mrs.
and
of
Mr.
Ky.;
durant
Cayce,
Mrs.
Merryman,
Mamie
Mrs.
of
McDaniel
Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Mr. and Mrs. MarRoute 2 spent Saturday with Mr. Ellis Sisson, Mrs. Eva Williams, Virgil Davis,
Mrs.
and Mrs. Riley Smith and Mrs. Mrs. Ida Craig, Mrs. Herschel shall Bondurant and Danny,
Grace Pardon of Fulton, Ky.; Mrs.
Evie Cloys.
Matheny all of Fulton; Mrs. John Ethel Brashfield, Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Tommy Toon of Fulton spent
Thursday night with David Long. Atwill and baby, Cayce; Mrs. J. M. Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Rob Adams
• Smart, stylish clothing arriving daily
Horn of Hickman, Ky. and Mr. and Mrs.
Roosevelt
Miss Lola Griffin of Harris spent Hart Wingo;
Nationally-advertised brands including
•
J. T. Workman of Oakton and
Friday night with Mrs. Virginia Sharon, Tennessee.
Mrs. Wilson Hepler, Ronnie and
MANHATTAN Dress Shirts and Sport Shirts
Hay and attended the revival at
FULTON HOSPITAL
Carol Ann, and Mr. and Mrs. WilJohnsons Grove.
Slacks
Continental
•
Rice
son
and
of
Kathryn
Union
Mrs. John oyd, Mrs. R. E. TarMrs. Jewell Toon of Fulton
City,
Tennessee.
spent Thursday with Mrs. William ver, Mrs. Guy Irby, 0. N. Glasco,
Mrs. Tom Murphy of Wingo, Ky.
Terry Beadles Mrs. C. R. WilLong.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Stem and liams Mrs. Buford Sisson, Mrs. spent Friday with Mrs. Willie
PS! Save on summer shoes (casuals and loafers) during August,
family of Fulton were dinner guest Rosa Smith, Mrs. Mildred Lamb, Bondurant
at the low, low, price of only $5.95
of his parents Mr. and Mrs. Bud Mrs. Bertes Pigue, Mace McDade,
FIRSTES, MOSTES'!
Mrs. W. T. Samcms Mrs. Paul
Stem Sunday.
In
1784, John Filson published
David Long and Pamela Greer Nanney and son, Mrs. Carol Loonwere hosts to a "back to school" ey all of Fulton; Mrs. Ada Hale, the first history of Kentucky and
a
of the region. Kentucky at
map
party Monday night for several of Kay Shelton, both of Fulton Route
their friends. Each guest came 1; Mrs. Robert Hailey, South Ful- that time was still part of the
Men's Apparel
dressed as their favorite character. ton; Louis urke and Manus Wil- State of V inia.
"The City Hall is next door to us"
After games and contests they liams both of Fulton Route 3; Mrs.
Shop in
roasted weiners and had other re- Raymond Champion, Fulton Route
ton today'!
freshments of pepsis, potato chips 4; Mrs. J. C. Menees, Sr., Cayce;
Randall Laird, Water Valley; Mrs.
and marshallows.
Buen Yates and Norman Rickman
Water Valley Route 2; Mrs. Annie
Pharis, Clinton; Cayce Hall, Dukedom; Mrs. Nina Lennox, Union
City Route 2: Mrs. Otis Sheridan,
Martin Route 3; Mrs. Donald Perry, Mayfield,
Mrs. Charles Lowe •

Fire Extinguished
Al Lumber Company

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News is pleased to extend
birthdays wishes to the following
on their birthdays:

Cole, Dudley Morris, Sue Jewell
Sanders, Doyle C. Frields; August
28: Mrs. Ada Finch, Mrs. Clara
Lamb, Wallace Shanklin, Jr., Bonnie Cummings; August 29: Eddie
Moore, Wesley Harper, Betty Gregory Binford, Mrs. Jimmy Barry,
R. E. Pierce, Mrs. William Smith;
August 30: Ethel Williams, Nathan
Gossum, LaNelle Bugg Roman.

August 24: Teresa Jane Fields,
Jamie Stallins; August 25: Hazel
Dalton, Judy Speight, Lucille Luther, Mrs. James McDade, Mrs.
B. J. Russell; August 26: Mrs.
Her cud a wise cow calmly
Dudley Meacham, H. N. Strong,
Merchants wisely use The
chews.
Dr. Thomas Callahan; August 27:
Mrs. Frank Gibbs, Mrs. Frank News.

HIS Back-to-School Wardrobe!

Eight Years Old
Elegant In Taste
WALKER DELUXE
wnt four, not five, not
seven, but 8 YEARS
OLD. Straight Bourbon
Whiskey; 8 Years, 80.8
Proof.

* Sport Coats * Suits

GRISHAM - BUTTERWORTH

Ladies Golf Team
Takes All Honors
In Association Meet

Fulton's golf team, composed
of Betty Vowel!, Virginia Rogers,
Sue Moore and Nancy Bushart,
wrapped up the Tri-State Association team play championship
last Friday afternoon at Metropolis, scoring 58 points for a total
of 423 points for the season. Only
one more team play remains with
the competition at Sikeston.
The four ladies' closest competitor is the team from Metropolis
with 348 points. Others, in order
of finish. are Paducah Country
Club, Paxton Park, Rolling Hills,
Murray and Sikeston.

Feed Your Hogs

BROWDER'S
Special Hog Ration
A Completely Balanced
Ration For Fast, Efficient Gain

Browder Milling Co.

FROM
BIG
VALUE
To You

Hiram Walker & Sons, Inc.
Peoria, Illinois

Pk/

SWIFT
PROTEN

BLADE
CUT

Chuck Roast 39C

Fulton, Ky.

You eatafford notto FRYERS
39c
paint atthislowpricei Ground Beef
FRESH

19c

FRESH
DRESSED WHOLE LB.
U. S. GOV.INSPECTED
SWIFT
ALLMEAT

I Bologna

POTATOES WFASHNCRYED 39c
LEAN LB.

MARTIN
SENOUR

'3000* house I a
SIDE
BLE, out
404
.4Z1,„

for-

"1:10

4

411t

late
Jig:Kw
4

1419;

HUNTS
2 1-2 CAN

250 FREE TOP VALUE STAMPS
WITH COUPONS BELOW
50—EXTRA STAMPS With this coupon
& A $10.00 Purchase Excluding Tobaccos
use the 50 and 100 coupon with a $15.00
Purchase.
Coupon Expires Sat. nite Aug. 26th

cottage"

... one you can't afford to
Here's the biggest paint value ever.
miss! Now at lowest cost you can give your home a sparkling
exterior. Use Martin-Senout "3000" for economy, beauty,
durability and protection. Covers most surfaces in one coat.

100 EXTRA STAMPS With this coupon
& A $10.00 Purchase Exchuding Tobaccos
Use the 50 & 100 coupon with A $15.00
purchase.
Coupon Expfres Sat. nite Aug. 26th

4 for 89c

FruitCock Tail"7.89c
Black Pepper"7:39c
Baby food
HE NZ STRA NED AR

Come in Now—Today? Gel This Great Value,
Plus Other Martin-Senour Quality Products.

Exchange Furniture Co.
COMMERCIAL AVE.

PHONE 35

39c

10 LBS.

PEACHES
MARTINIENOUR

BY
THE
PIECE

100 EXTRA STAMPS With this Coupon
& Purchase of 1 Box of

SWIFTS

100 Tetley Tea Bags $1.27

ICE CREAM . .. 59c I

1-2 GAL.

I SWIFTS

Coupon Expires Sat. lute Aug. 26th
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO

OC

1-2 GAL.

ICE MILK .. . . 39c I
umrr QUANTITIES

Jewell
August
. Clara
r., BonEddie
ty GreBarry,
Smith;
Nathan

man.

calmly
ise The

41114e411

1

OMM

a leader in better fish and wildlife
management and expansion of recreation facilities throughout the
nation.
Also expected to come from
Washington are Secretary of Agriculture Orville L. Freeman, Dr.
Richard E. McArdle, chief of the
U. S. Forest Service, and Dr. E. L.
Hendricks, chief of the Service
Water Branch, U. S. Geological
Survey.
Other speakers include Gov.
Bert Combs, Lt. Gov. Wilson Wyatt, Dr. Adron Doran, president of
Morehead State College, and
Barry Bingham, editor and publisher of The Courier-Journal and
The Louisville Times.
about
Additional information
this meeting may be obtained by
writing the chairman, J. 0. Matlick, commissioner of conservation,
Capitol Annex, Frankfort; Ky.

State Conservation
Congress Attracts
Many Agriculturists
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AGRONOMY HELPERS
NAMED AT UNIVERSITY

Savings Bonds Sale
Progresses Smoothly

Four young men have bee
awarded research assistantship,
the University of Kentucky's Le
partment of Agronomy. All wi
study for the M. S. degree in agr
.culture while performing speH'
agronomy research problems. Ti
are William Kenneth Martin
Hickman County; Glenn Burt.
Collins of Grant County; Ranki
E. Powell of Henderson Count
and Joe M. England of Hart Cour
ty.

Kentucky's first annual Conservantion Congress will be held in
Louisville Sept. 28 and 29, at the
Kentucky Hotel. Approximately
1,000 persons are expected to attend the meeting, State Conservation Commissioner J. 0. Matlick
reported.
Sponsored by the Natural Resources Development Committee,
the Congress is being held to bring
together for the first time representatives of all agencies, groups
and individuals interested in conserving our natural resources.
Secretary of the Interior Stewart L. Udall will appear on the
program the second day of the
meeting, and will speak on "Fish,
Wildlife and Recreation, As It FAYETTE TEACHER
Affects Our Nation." He has been TO REPRESENT STATE

jDuring July, the sale of Series
Z and H Savings Bonds in Fulton
County amounted to $8,793.00.
This raised the cumulative figure
for the first seven months to
$186.793.00. The County's goal i.
$322,300.00.
In Kentucky, sales for July
totalled $5,138015, raising the
cumulative figure to $34,599,668
against the—annual goal of $58,600,000.
The Governor of Kentucky, the
Honorable Bert T. Combs, in an
Kit garsQn, famous trappe
official Proclamation, designated guide, Indian agent•and
August 1981 as SMALL BUSINESS was born inn 1809 in M
MONTH as a salute to hundreds Cotinnv, Ky
of small employers who have taken initiative in installing and promoting the Payroll Savings Pt. for their employees' benefit, oft,,!,
SAVE ON NEW
without professional help.
Mrs. Ayleene Whitehead, superSCHOOL SHOES
Any Investor, other than comvising teacher in languages at the
mercial banks, can now buy up to
Feed Your Hogs
University of Kentucky School in
$10,000 per year (maturity value) SUp-ons and ties in black
Lexington, has received a National
sizes I and up; Widths B and D
of both Series E and Series H
Defense Education Act grant to atSavings Bonds, Lee P. Miller, VolPlenty of excitement awaits visitors to the Ki,iucky State Fair Horse Show, September 11-16.
tend a French Institute_at Emory
unteer-State Chairman of the U. S.
Features of the World's Championship show are the spine-chilling Bell Hur Chariots, the comedy
University, Atlanta, Ga. She is the
PRICES START AT
routine of Ken Boen and the New Grey Mare, the color and spectacle of the famous Clydesdale
Savings Bonds Committee for
only Kentuckian among the 23 acHitch and the finest show horses in the country.
Kentucky, says.
cepted to attend the eight-month
"This broadening of the eligibiliWith Your Home
institute. Mrs. Whitehead has
ty of those who can buy U. S. Savtaught at other Fayette County • NEW HOPE NEWS • AUSTItii
Grown Grain
Mt.
Moriah
Community ings Bonds is a boon to organizaSPRINGS
schools and also at Mt. Sterling
tions, clubs, unions groups—even
By Mrs. Marion Milam
Mrs. ('arey Frields •
By Mrs. Elmer Walston
High School.
Aimo.ninimsamssa
businesses,"sMr. Miller said. "Ttris
means thatNf these organizations
Fulton, Ky.
Mrs. T. T. Harris is visiting in
We wish Mrs. D. J. Jones a
Mr. William Vaughn, Chattaor firms ..,./fhve money to invest,
We like Fulton:
nooga Tennessee; Miss Maggie Jackson, Tennessee with her bro- speedy recovery. She is a patient
they canotuy U. S. Savings Bonds
Vaughn, San Dimas, California ther Mr. Irvin Davis and Mrs. at the Flillview Hospital.
up to the annual limitation."
, .1.1b111111111111111111111111111111111Illf111111111111111111i111111111111i
and Mr. and Mrs. 0. Patton of Davis. While there she visited
Williams
of
MemMr. Junior
Maglield, Kentucky spent Thurs- With her step-mother Mrs. Davis phis was a weekend visitor of Mr.
Fulton
Main Street
day aftermion with Mr. and Mrs. in Memphis. The elderly lady is a and Mrs-. Duel
Shop in Fulton tsdayo.
shut-in due to advanced age.
Elmer Walston.
Mr. and Mrs. Coy -Harrison and
Mr. and Mrs. James Austin and Mr. and Mrs. Bill Brown enjoyed
Mrs. Ida Randell visited her
children
left
Thursday
for
their
an afternoon at Stephens Lake.
cousin, Mrs. Earl Williams, at the
The ladies of this community
Hickman County Hospital Thurs- home in Atlanta, Georgia, after
spending
their
vacation
here
with
have been very busy canning
day afternoon.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Harrison peaches and garden vegetables.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvis Ferguson Austin of District No. 1.
Sandra and Ruth Milam have
and children of Torrence, CaliforAs a result of an increase of local calling scope in the FulRev. James Holt filled his ap- been dismissed from the hospital
nia, left for their home Wednespointment at New Salem Baptist after having their tonsils taken out
ton and Cayce, Kentucky exchanges and in accordance with the
day after spending three weeks
Church the past Sunday at 11 a. on Friday.
relatives in this community.
state-wide rate schedule approved by the Public Service Comin and also the evening service.
The children will soon be getMrs. Winford McMorris, Glenda
mission of Kentucky, the Southern Kell Telephone and TeleMrs. Mack Bynum left last week ting ready for those school days.
and Eugene spent Thursday with for her home in Akron, Ohio after
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
eraph Company will put into effect the following rates for local
Mrs. Lorene Pressley.
a two week vacation here with Kenneth Terrell of South Fulton
exchange telephone service to be effective September 11, 1961.
Mrs. Henry Via and daughter her sister Mrs. Burnett Lintz and on the birth of a son born last
Pat attended the wedding of Miss Mr. Lintz, and Mr. and Mrs. Roy week. Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell
Vicki Hayworth and Terry D. Vincent. Her visits are always of this community are the proud
Rural
4-Party
2-Party
Individual
Oliver at the Missionary Baptist welcomed by all friends over this grandparents.
Line
Line
Line
Line
Church in Lowes, Kentucky Sun- section.
Don't forget the singing at the
day afternoon.
Mr. Wayen T. Doron of Long
$5.00
$8.75
$8.00
H Business $9.75
Pleasant View Baptist Church on
Island,
N.
Y.
was
just
recently
provisitMr. and Mrs. Fred Hudson
4th Sunday afternoon.
3.20
3.20
3.60
ed Mr. and Mrs. Walter Corum moted from district supervisor to
7. Residence 4.35
Mr. and Mrs. George Elliott,
A
district
assistant
manager
of
the
Sunday afternon.
Dana and Mr. Homer Wood was a
White
Castle,
Inc.
in
New
York,
Minnie Pearl and her Grand Ole Opry gang
Glad to report that Mrs. Erin
Saturday night visitor of Mr. and
Williams is back after a few days N. Y. and all of his friends here Mrs. Marion Milam.
Leon McAulitt and his Western band
promostay at the Hickman County Hos- will 13..e glad to hear of his
Barbara Autry • The Puppet Theatre
God Bless each and everyone.
tion.
He
is
the
son
of
B.
L.
Doron
pital.
Barrack-ades Variety Show • and Exhibits • Band Conct'.-ts
and the late Mrs. Doron, Martin,
Route 2 and has been in the east
•
Football • Conttsts • Livestock Judging • Acres of
BUT SMART!
now for several years. He and his
Picnic Grounds • Olson's Million Dollar Midway
family, Mrs. Doron and two dauAbraham Lincoln was tried at
MONDAY, SEPT 11
ghters Donna and Mary Ellen Lewisport, Ky., in 1827 on a
UNIFORMLY
PRIME
TUESDAY, SEPT 12
spent summer vacations here with charge of infringement of ferry
FINE
KENTUCKY
(Offer
eines Augint 22nd)
relatives and !heir visits are wel- rights. Although unprepared in
SINCE 1869
BOURBON
comed by many over the area.
law, the 18-year-old Lincoln servMiss Karen Frields of South ed as his own attorney hnd was
Fulton is visiting with your writer acquitted. The trial was conducted
LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY
and her great-grandparents Mr. in the old Pate house, built in 1822
11.111111111guL,1•AN...L,,.
and Mrs. Ed Frields. Each of us and still standing.
are enjoying her visit.
Mr. Scallion of Dyersburg, Tennessee has purchased the Mason
Copeland farm and has begun to
re-model the house. One front
room is being'removed and other
improvement will be made.
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Austin
are adding bathroom fixtures to
their home in District No. 1. The
beautiful country home was built
a few years ago, and is modern,
and furnished in some antique
furniture. The popular and likeable couple entertain quite a bit,
inviting friends as dinner guests
and a visit in the Austin home is
a pleasureable one.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Ainley and
Mr. and Mrs. Grover True were
Sunday afternoon guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Frields.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
and baby son Mark of Martin,
Treat yourself and your family to a wonderTennessee were Sunday visitors of
parents Mr. and Mrs. Buton
ful and inexpensive visit to Lexington. . .
$145
ter.
The heart of the world-famous Blue Grass
Miss Sandra Holt of Fulton
I
112Pint
Country. Tour the Horse Farms... See the
Pint
spent several days last week with
fights...Have an exciting time at this
her mother Mrs. James Holt.
special low price.
All the farmers cut, baled and
stored hay every available moPrice includes Room PLUS:
ment the past week. Some who
PER PERSON - tel IN 110,v
ran machines %% ere: Messrs. Basil
2 DINNERS
NO ROOM CHARGE FOR
Mathis, Buton Lassiter, Harvey
CHILDREN UNDER It
Donoho, J. W. Bynum and Velva
2 BREAKFASTS
RTSERVATIONS
ADVANCE
Hawks, Sr. First report on tobacco
MUST BE MATIE
housing was done on the Robert
SWIMMING
Rickman farm an Thursday afterBOND & LILLARD—one of the great and renoon.
FUN AT JOYLAND
offers
bourbon—now
Kentucky
spected names in
The bagworms got a fast hold on
DANCING
our evergreens for they are just
you a rare age and price value. This is prime
literally covered at this time. The
famous
the
made
to
ENTERTAINMENT
bourbon,
quality Kentucky
trees are so old, high too, and no
one could possibly gather them to
B & L standards established in 1869. There are
HORSE FARM TOUR
burn or get rid of them, then the
SPECIAL TOUR RATES AVAILABLE TO OUR GUESTS
other 6 year old whiskies,and others at the same
water oaks are alive with worms,
away on their leaves deeating
quality
price. But,no whiskey can offer you t,he
stroying our best shade trees.

BROWDER'S
40%
SUPPLEMENT

$6.95 Pr.

Browder Milling Co.

$1.70
$3.40
$6.40

44r
,.
ft.7%/3. C12
_

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS IN

Fulton 111 Cayce, Kentucky

-

ALL NEW,OLD-FASHIONED KENTUCKY

WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP RODEO, SEPT. 8-12
WORLD'S CHAMPIONSHIP HORSE SHOW, SEPT. 11-16
BIG AUTO THRILL SHOW, SEPT. 10, 13, 14
MILLION DOLLAR OLSON MIDWAY, SEPT. 8-'16
Plus these Big 'kite attractions

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Co.
immtwoominthimamacimmunimminnummainimommessommumliammimlimmi.

BARGAIN DAYS

NEWS

9c

SEPT- 23-16

KENTUCKY'S GREAT BL
NOW6YEARSOLD

AND NEW LOWER PRICE

3 DAYS • • • 2 NIGHTS

° 85 454,55Qt.
'2

$149.

No other bourbon
offers you as much

of B & L at this age and price. Now, more than
ever, you'll do well to say B & L.

9c I

PHOENIX HOTEL

Shop in Fulton today!

KENTUCKY'S
FINEST HOTELS

RUPTURE
I The New Sensational Invention

BOND & LILLARD
1,, BOND & LILLARp pismugy CO., LOUISVILLE,,KY. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY,90 PROOF

Sutherland's '4111)" Truss
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors

City Drug Co., Fulton

FOR

LAFAYETTE HOTEL.-

RESERVATIONS, CALL, WRITE OR WIRE SALES OFFICE. PHOENIX HOTEL.
LEXINGTON. KENTUCKY

PHONE

3210
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DEATHS

TV REPAIR: all makes and models
Skilled personnel, prompt service,
technicians for
factory-trained
black-and-white and color. "SerPERFECTION oil range $24.95 at vice is our business". Merryman
Mrs. Jennie Meadows Roberts,
Wade's Used Furniture Store. and Fry Appliances, 215 Main 69, died at her home in Memphis
-Trade with Wade and Save". 217 Street, phone 126.
Sunday night August 20, 1961, folMain Street; Phone 478.
lowing a long illness.
PHILC0 TV Set $25.00 at Wade's
Services were held Wednesday
RENi: Flom sanding ma- Used Furniture Store. "Trade with
p. m. at the Knob Creek
chine and electric floor polish- Wade and Save". 217 Main Street; at 1
Church of Christ near Dukedom.
er and electric vacuum clean- Phone 478.
Burial was in Pinegar cemetery.
xchange Furniture Co
ers.
Survivors include her husband
TAX PAID PRICES on new fall
seven
WOMAN WHO CAN DRIVE . . . Edwardian suits start at 830.85 Paul Roberts, Memphis;
AmIt you would enjoy working 3 or 4 and Sport Coats at $19.95. Need a sons, William E. Roberts of
'sours a day calling regularly each foot locker or car trunk? See us! herst, Ohio; J. C. Roberts of Akmonth on a group of Studio Girl The Edwards Store, Mayfield, Ky. ron, Ohio, Treman Fred Paul, Jr.,
Vernon and Howard Roberts all
Cosmetic clients on a route to be
.‘stablished in and around Fulton, TV Antennas: quick and efficient of Memphis; five daughters, Mrs.
ind are willing to make light de- installation service; all types. John R. Terry, Mrs. Roy Allen,
:iveries, etc., write to STUDIO Merryman and Fry Appliances, Mrs. Albert Osborne, Mrs. W. E.
Lawrence, Memphis, Mrs. Frank
GIRL COSMETICS, Dept. AUW- phone 126, Fulton.
Turner, Paducah; two sisters, Mrs.
Glendale, California. Route
Emma Ferguson, Memphis, Mrs.
will pay up to $5.00 per hour.
When U.
Alle Hall of Dickson, Tenn., a halfAAVTAG WASHERS, standard
sister, Mrs. Mary London of TuxReal Estate in Fulton
$139.95
and automatic models,
aco, Mo.
— see —
and up. Sales and service.
CHARLES
W.
BURROW
201.
Pnone
Bennett Electric,
309 Walnut
Phone 61
'i:LECTRIC ranges from $47.50 at
'arm
Loans
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Services for William Leslie
Conventional iaoans
'Trade with Wade and Save". 217
Lewis, 67, Route 3, Union City,
Main Street; Phone 478.
FHA Loans
we install—
TV ANTENN
NICE Kitchen cabinet $17.50 at —The very best selection of real
trade--repair and move. Get
estate for sale at all times
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
our prices. We service all makes
-Trade with Wade and Save". 217
TV. Phcase 307 Roper Television
\lain Street; Phone 478.
Be the perfect hostess—at half
price. Now you can get the "Slugger Sam" party accessories and
"Henri" the Chef, all by Hallmark
WE RENT - at Scotts Floral Shoppe on Main
For The
Street. Also see the new "Luau"
Hospital beds
Hawaiian Party matched sets for
Baby beds
August by Hallmark as advertised
in McCall magazine.
Vacuum Cleaners

CLASSIFIED ADS

Mrs. Jennie Roberts

William Leslie Lewis

BEST

Floor polishers

who died Wednesday, August 9,
at the Kennedy General Hospital
in Memphis were held Saturday
at 2 p. m. at the Harris Methodist
Church. Paul Bates, minister of
the Central Church of Christ, officiated. Burial by W. W. Jones &
Sons, of Martin was in Johnson's
Grove Cemetery, near Fulton.
He was born February 9, 1894
the son of the late John Webb and
Marietta Rushton Lewis. He was
a member of the Central Church
of Christ, the American Legion
post at Union City and the Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs.
Johnnie Lewis, Union City, Route
3, five sons, James Lewis, Union
City Route 3, John L. Lewis, Detroit, Raymond Lewis St. Louis,
Elvet Lewis, St. Louis, Paul Lewis,
East St. Louis, Ill., a brother,
Henry Lewis of Chicago and a sister Mrs. Velma Merrell of Fulton.
He was a farmer and lived in
the Harris community.

Mrs. Flora McFarlin
Mrs. Flora McFarlin, 1970 Mignon Street, Memphis and former
resident of Fulton, died late Wednesday, August 9, at the Memphis
Convalescent Home. She was 70.
Mrs. McFarlin was the widow of
0. H. McFarlin, Superintendent of
the Illinois Central Railroad, who
died in 1949. A native of Sharon.
Tenn., she had lived in Memphis
40 years.
She was a member of the Bellevue Baptist Church.
She leaves a daughter, Mrs.
John H. McDaniel and two sons,
Milton H. Brock of Birmingham,
and James D. Brock of Memphis.
National Funeral Home was in
charge of arrangements.

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLECT

buy it at

555 FULTON, KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

Painting and paperhanging
contractors
1•11.

.1=M1=

tsst

Benj. Moore Paints
Wallpaper
Phone 1610

EXCHANGE

GILLUM

Furniture Coir.pany

FREE PARKING!

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

TRANSFER CO.

buck
cars.A a half
111

Boaz & Robbins

ef CI

Looking for a lighter. brighter, mellower bourbon? Switch to Olonnsions
Silvw label. Ws chill-fa/0rd. Heaviness is filter•d out ... only smooths,

Continued from *age One

The Victory Homemakers took
top honors in the Community Club
booths contest at the Ken-Tenn
Fair last week. They bad a very
cleverly designed booth featuring
Mr. and Mrs. Jamie Wade and the various projects they had comson, Carl Wayne, all of Fulton, pleted both as a group and indivare patients in the Obion County idually during the past year.
Hospital in Union City as a result
Second place went to the Fulton
of a head-on collision about one Homemakers and the Palestine
and one half miles south of Troy, Homemakers took third honors.
Tennessee on Highway 51 Sunday The Obion County 4-H Exhibit
night.
was the only 4-H entry.
Mrs. Wade was the most seriously injured of the three, receiving a
broken jaw, seven fractured ribs
and lacerations and bruises. Her
husband has lacerations of the
head, throat and left leg. Carl
Wayne suffered a broken leg and
severe lacerations.
The driver of the other car, a
Volkswagen, was a sailor and he
received critical injuries in the
accident and is also in the Obion
County Hospital. He was headed
south and the Fultonians were
coming north at the time of the
impact.
Both cars were demolished in
the crash.

and
WADE FURN. CO.
Fulton. Ky.
Phone 103

SIEGEL—

Community Clubs

Fultonians Injured
In Head-On Crash
South Of Troy

Hobbies
Several entries Were received in
the Hobbies Exhibition at the
Ken-Tenn Fair hcre in Fulton.
Andy Batts took first honors in
the Men's and Boy's handiwork
class with his collection of plastic
birds, painted in bright authentic
colors. Second in this class went to
Mr. J. H. Lawrence.
Blue ribbon winner in the Boy's
and Girl's Collection was Gene
Cannon with his collection of bugs
Jenny Lou Hardy was second
place finisher in th.;s class.
The Women's H indiwork class
was won by Mrs. E. M. Jenkins
with her hats. Mrs. Ernest Brady
was second with her basket.

HEY, DOC BAIRD!
Bardstown, site of My Old Kentucky Home State Shrine, was settled in 1776 and first named
Bairdstown, for Daniel Baird, one
of its founders.
MASTERS!
St. Joseph's Cathedral, Bardstown, contains nine paintings by
old masters which were a gift
from Louis Phillippe, Duke of Orleans, later king of France.

The winners of the various prizes in the Merchandise Exhibition
at the Ken-Tenn Fair were announced Saturday night previous
to the closing of the fair. Winners
are as follows:
Fulton Bank—Pennies by J. M.
Nanney, Route 5, Fulton and tie
by Harold Holloday of Fulton.
World Book Child - Craft Globe
by Mrs. Harold Holloday of Fulton
Cashion's Specialized Service—
Freezer Kit by Jack Alexander of
Route 2, Wingo.
P. H. Weaks and Henry I. Siegel—three pair HIS slacks by Mrs.
John Hancock of Fulton.
Graham Furniture—broiler by
Max Britt.
Red's Boat Shop—Water skis by
Beverly O'Rear of South Fulton.
Harvey Caldwell Company—
fireproof home safe by James
Dowdy of Clinton.
Hornbeak Funeral Home—electric clock by Evelyn Lee.
Singer—button hole attachment
by Nell Ruddle of East State Line.
Derby Restaurant—four dinners
by Fred Hudson of Clinton and
jade necklace by Eph ,Dawes.

(I

We like Fulton!

We like Fulton!

Merchandise Winners

Siegel urge all residents in the
area wishing employment at the
plant to contact the U. S. Employment Service. They ask that no
applications be made at the plant,
since employees first must be
certified with the employment
service.
Those firms who have volunteered gifts for the event on Saturday are: Southside Drug Company, Mac and Fay Flower Shop,
Stephens Lake, Log Cabin Antiques, Royce Jolley's Fruit Market,
Pure Milk Company, City Drug
Company, Fulton Bank, Dotty
Shop, Grisham-Butterworth, Irby's
Fashion Shop, A. and P Food
Store, Western Auto Store, Weaks
Department Store and the Tiny
Toggery.
A group of retail merchants
composed of C. H. McDaniel,
Louis Weaks, Thad Fagan, Mrs.
Glynn Bushart and Mrs. Hendon
Wright will make solicitations on
Thursday and Friday to get other
gifts for the drawings.

A STRONG BANK
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and a

STRONG INDUSTRY
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make for a

STRONG ECONOMY
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We congratulate you, Henry I. Siegel and your employees on your expansion plans.
Your business is appreciated.

CITY NATIONAL BANK
MEMBER F. D. I. C.

FULTON, KY.

Shop in Fulton today!

Across from
Coca-Cola Plant
Drive-In-Service
Package Ice

TROUBLE?

la,

in. Try IL
bourbon softn•ss is
You'll ogre*. A great bourbon bey.

We can't keep you out of it,
but with one of our Lowplan
payment
Cost, three
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side
Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

Glenmore

g.'laW1411111&.E2Xlis
a full 90 proof

of Kentucky Straight Bourbon Whiskey

only $1.50 v. pint
Distr,buted 5y Bryant MS*. Ca.
Owensboro, Ky.
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Wick Smith Agency

21 CUBIC FOOT

24 Hour Service
Phone 62 — Nights 160

DELUX CHEST TYPE
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HOME FREEZER
COMPLETE WITH WARNING

We are Happy to Have You
In Our Town

LIGHT, INTERIOR LIGHT

$259.95

2 BASKETS, 2 DIVIDERS

INNERSPRING MATTRESS.AND,MATCHING BOX SPRING

BOTH ONLY $69.50
Henry I. Siegel Company,Inc.
CITY OF SOUTH FULTON
Tennessee

RECLINING

CHAIRS
$29.95

_

7 - PIECE

6 TUBE

DINETTE
$58.88

AM.FM RADIOS
$29.95

Wade Furniture Company
"Trade With Wade and Save"
Fulton, Ky.
Lake Street

SAK

